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When creating a runAsUser as part of an Operator configuration using OpenShift CLI, the runAsUser could be non-root, if you were creating the runAsUser using the context -u root. # oc create -n my-release-openshift -f./config/run_as_user.yaml This issue was reported on OpenShift 4.3. When using a subscription plan, or when upgrading from a subscription plan to a 1GB
Plan, you could experience a service interruption after upgrading the OS. This bug fix causes the operating system to gracefully wait and recover from unexpected service interruptions. ( BZ#1857875 ) When using the EmbeddedAPIServer web server in a Kubernetes cluster with user-provisioned infrastructure, the embedded API server advertises services through

InternalService. As a result, OpenShift provides the Incoming feature to enable service discovery. This feature relies on externally advertised service names that contain the service-cookie-max-age field. If you have a large set of internally-advertised services (for example, all services that are not externally-advertised) OpenShift does not set the service-cookie-max-age
field; as a result, the Incoming feature is disabled. Previously, in a Kubernetes cluster with user-provisioned infrastructure, every namespace was considered to contain an instance of the PolicyService. As a result, a large set of pods could be created for each namespace, consuming excess resources. With this bug fix, the PolicyService policy is only generated once per

namespace.
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